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The following is an.attempt to summarize the tangible results·b;r eight months 
w:ork at •Mittelhb:f'i, When it comes to putting it d·own in concrete terms, it is amaz
ing how little there is to, report. I do not feel apoldgetic

1 

about this,, for I am 
convinced that the most significant part of our work in the neighborhood· centers is 
intangible and not. capable of being written into a reporto The willingness to spend 
an. hour. when someone asks for. five minutes:, the ability to be relaxed arid u:rihurried 
in the midst of. tension,' the readiness to try to help find solutiop.s to difficult 
problems in terms ,of basic spiritual values, the patience to '.a,wait the development 
of a sound -program rather than accept easy temporary solutions - these more than the 
tangible things are responsible for the spirit that should ra0:i_,a te from the center .. 

' ' 

Background 

The setting tn which we are trying to work with young people is one of very , 1 

gen_eral hopelessness and cynicism in the face of both material and spiritual conflicts 
which canno~ be avoidedo The. struggle for a living, for food and s_h.elter and fuel, 
for opportunity and edU:cat ion is a ,real:. and a serious str·uggleo No less real is the 
struggle for integrityo The standards of behaviour of National Socialism have proved 
falseo The ~ictorious po:tuers cannot agree among themselves on the new standardso 
People are punishE:ld because. they did not o,ppo:se the Nazi Government when. their con
sciences directed them to do so, then they are punished when, becau~e of their con-

. sciences, they oppose their .Occupation Governmento In Berlin especially, they are 
constantly faced by a barrage of conflicting propaganda s,o 1• that it is nearly im-•. _ 
possible to discover the trutho It was agreed even among old er people that it is 
not possible to respect Christian moral stand.ards and continue to liveo There is 
at the same time a great deal of searching for· something firm to live byo 4-_ 
searching that too often loses itself in philosophical and political d-isc:ussion 
which is sincere but never gets to the point of action, and therefore neve:r gives 
any lasting satisfaction. 

A young man.,: speaking to a British C .. C.Go _youth officer recently said.: ."The 
Russians want to im-pose a dictatorship on us, and. we ~o not trust them; the .ivner icans 
want to use u;s against Russia, and we .. do not trust them either o You want to · impose the 
vBritish Way' on us .just because it is Britisho We cannot even trust our own German 
leaders· who have failed already once, and now think only of one party or confession .. " 
Asked if he trustea .. anyone at all, .. he replied: .IIYes, we trust the Q,uakerso They wish 
only our good and upon them.. we relyo" The neighborhood centers have an opportunity 
and an obligation to offer something more basic and more dynamic than just _another 
dogmao They should be developing methods of thin...1<:ing that do not lead to frustration 
and cynicism, methods of turning the searching toward creative thinking that leads to 
constructive actiono The Centers should be places where young people may face problems 
honestly and in true. perspective, places where humanity comes before nationalism, where 



the urge to do something well finds an outlet, where serviee to others provides re~i 
joy. They should at the same tipie be places of love and sympathy and understanding~ 
Perhaps one of our ;most significant community services would be .to help. produce from 
Germanyes youth a f€/w.really responsible spiritually mature citizens,. 

Method 

At V[ittelhof; we have develop1;3d a var.:i.ety of youth groups and ot;b.er youth acti
vities which afford us a good basis upon which to build.. It is too early to say that 
we are actually realizing the aims just stated, but a beginning has been made., The 
most promising experience has grown out i:if soine of the smaller groups t;tiat meet ev,ery 
week for an evening together and has gone far enough to·suggest a method that seems to 
be particularly wel.1 suited to the neighborhood center program.. A small group of from 
eight to twenty young people com.efl tog~ther regularly to pursue a colll!Il,on i.nterest such 
as music or folk dancinge This interest is one which requires effo;rt and offers the 
reward .of real accomplishment.,· There is a· satisfaction in doing something well which 
goes far to counteract fr'u_str~ti6n and to open the way for newer fresher id'e'as7 Some 
of the groups have met only for discus_sion o:f' current problems, but they run the risk 
of becoming formal "discussion groups"' which indulge in ;much theory and little practice., 

· After some time, the group fuses _into a ~losely knit unit,., The members come not
only for the recreational value Of the program» but because they enjoy each otheres 
company.. .As tlie companionship grows into deeper friendship, they begin t_o discuss 
today 9s problems not merely in theoretical terms, but in terms of .the reaiities of 
their own ·experience,. They begin as a group to help ea·_ch· other as a matt~r of Gourse 
and to enjoy helping others in the co.inm.unity., It is riot an exaggeration to say that 
an evening on.ea a week of square-dancing or singing or amateur dramatics in such a 
gr;up can change the whole outlook with which a member faces the rest of the weeka· 
The leader of the group must have·patience ~o wait for the group itself to· develop 
its progremj but at the same time he must be ready with constructive suggestions and 
projects~· He must be' sensi 'j:;ive to the individual personalities making up the groupe· 
He must keep the membership stable enough to allow group spirit to develop and yet 
he must p;rev<?nt it from becoming a cliq1.1e that closes its.elf off from, the rest of the 
c ommu,ni ty., · · · · 

Two basic que.stions so frequently asked in one way or another today- are whether 
there is any real reason to hope in any way to overcome the- physical and spiritual · 
rubble left by the war, and wheth!?lr it is practically possible today to live in 
accordance wi_th Ch:ristiali principlesc; · Within the· groups it should be possible after 
a while to appro~ch.these questions in terms of accomplished facto 

Administration 

The whole youth work program at l"Iittelhof is administered by a Jugendrat or Youth 
Council made up of representatives chosen by each separate group (including "guest" 
groups) together with two representatives. from the staffG> The Jugendrat meets once 
every tw.o weeks to. for.m. the policy for the program and to maintain• a liaison between 
the groups» the staff/ and the board· of directors.,· It does not determ,ine the details 
of program in· the separate groups 9 but guides 'j;he ov:er-aii work of· the gente;t." as a 
unified whole@ The Jugeridrat also suggests. and plans special parties .. or projects which 
involve more than one group .. An example is the spring party heid last April for all 
the young people that come tQ Mittelhof; · This party involved.the eritire·house and 
staff as well as the separate groups~ Although many of the groups contr:i.b.uted to the 
preparations and program/ the planning and coordination of the wh9le in,to_ a successful 
party was done by the Jugengrat., 
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Monday Youth Group 

This was the first young people 1 s group to meet in Mittelhof.. It originally 
consisted of a group of about 15 boys and girls called together from acquaintances 
of the original staff members for discussion meetings once a weeke It became too 
large to continue profitably as a discuss.ion group and with the increased size it 
became un.certain of its purpose as a group., Finally the group de~ided to divide 
into several groups with particular interests.· All members however, wanted to 
remain in close touch with each othe·r and decided to continue meetings once .a month 
of the whole membership together., This attempt to·maintain the continuity of the 
group was only partly successful for there was no single unifying interest., Such a 
unification has now taken place with the proposal of a film project for the group .. 
A moving picture camera and some films· are on hand and the group proposes to write 
a script and then produce a film"' This project has aroused a lot of enthusiasm and 
will cert.ainly provide good recreation and education during the course of the summere 
It should be foreseen that when this project is completed another such project may 
be needed to provide a center of gravity for .the once a month meetings" A project 
will very probably come from the group itself, but the Jugendrat or youth leader 
should be prepared.with suggestions if necessary .. 

The separate sub-groups who make up the Monday group consist of: 

Music Group - The Music group consists of 10 ~ 12 members who are 
particularly interested in classical musico Some of them are them
selves good musicians ... They have spent their meetings playing and 
discussing music" At the same time they have become closely acquain
t.ed with each other and now ·find many interests together in addition 
to music., Leadership for the group is primarily in the hands of Klaus 
Luebke., 

Discussion Groups - A group of 10 boys and girls from the Monday group 
has formed a discuss.ion group in which they particularly concern them
selves with problems which l=lrise within the family which is crowded 
into very little space, and with similar questions which have to do with 
relationships between young pe.ople and their families... This group has 
been meeting under the leadership of Irma Mueller-Edom., A second dis
cussion group under the leadership of Curt Nuthmann has been started very 
recently., The group consists. for the most part of University students 
with a few otherso They have discussed a variety of subjects without 
holding to one single theme., 

Two other.sub groups, one interested in art and another interested in 
science, were formed but fa~led to hold together, partly for lack of 
adequate leadership and partly because the members in each group were 
students who had little time to provide their own programo 

Claude Shotts Group 

The Claude.Shotts Group originated in Claude Shotts' home when he was in 
Berlin with CRALOG .. It .later moved tG l"littelhof after his departure from Berlina 
It is purely a discussion group with a mer:ibership of about 30 people most of whom 
are professionally occupied as doctors, teachers, secretaries.;, etc" They have 
discussed a variety of questions varying from world politics to personal religion .. 
All discussions are in English .. Because the size of the group has grown somewhat 
large for good discussions, it is probable that it will divide into two groups 
meeting simultaneously;; The members have a very active interest and h.ave a 
sufficient variety and quality of training that they do not need any very close, 
leadership., 
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Folkdance Groupe 

A.folkdance group was started in the spring of this year as a small group inter
ested in really learning a variety of folkdances. Actually the greup has learned to 
date only .Amer:foan sq·uare dances although .it. is still intended to learn European 
dances as well. · The group consists of students at the Kunstgewerbe Schule in Wann.see 
and a number of other students and young people from the neighborhood .. The member
ship is about 16 and has grown into a very intimate group of friends who enjoy very 
much.doing things together., They have also spent some time singing together and 
might develop into a small chorus. 

Bund Deutscher Jugend .. 

· The BDJ" originally came to Mi.ttl;:llhof. as a guest group ·when they had no other 
· place to meet., They now have three separate group meetings at different times in 
Mittelhof, two of boys of different ages and one of girls., They have their own pro
gram and leadership in charge of Wolfgang Barthelmei .. They have very much grown 
into the atmosphere and purpose of Mittelhof so that they are scarcely considered 
any longer as a guest group. 

World Friendship ·League., 

The World Friendship League has its H~ in Londona A group recently formed in 
Berlin asked the Mittelhof for meeting space., They have been meeting once a week and 
have the purpose of stimulating contact and discussion with young people of many 
nations., Actually 13.t the.present the membership is all German and they haye been 
occupied largely with getting acquainted with each other0 It is too early to see 
just how the group will develop. 

Die Falken0 

Another guest group at Mittelhof is the Falken Groupe They are much younger 
than most of the other members of the youth groups here and perhaps as a result, they 
have to date mixed very little with the overall youth program., They·have .their own 
leader and their own program which is largely determined by the overall socialist 
youth program0 · 

English Discussion Group<. 

A discussion group whose purpose it is to learn English has started to meet 
under the guidance of Mrs;. Stud de They have met only two or three times but will 
probably become an integral part of the youth work pr~grame 

Kinder Cltibe 

This is a small group of 10 - 14 year old boys who have met to play games and 
participate in craft work. The group has suffered very much from lack of leadership., 
At present, they have been doing craft work with Herrn Rueckert and playing organized 
games with Herrn Jossypowitsch. It would be possible to do much better work with 
boys and girls in this age group if there were qualified leadership on hand., 

Future Development. 

It would be possible to initiate a good deal of practical work at Mittelhof or 
in the neighborhood using the interest and membership of the assisting groups .. To 
do this it will be necessary for someone to provide material and equipment such as 
paint, cement, garden tools, etco and a certain amount of guidance., All of this calls 
for more leadership from the Mittelhof staff than will exist after the departures of 
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Francis Dart and Irma Mueller-Edom.. I strongly feel that there should be a full time 
German staff member concerned only ~ith the youth program who would then work to
gether with an American staff member.. A full .time youth leader at Mittelhof should 
be responsible for the scheduling and integrating of the group programs and for pro
vision of the technical .. facilities necessary., He should help to plan and organize 
special programs such as week-end conferences, parties, service projects, etc .. He 
should organize new groups when there is a need and an -0ppor~unity to do so .. This 

· involves finding qualified technical leadership,- equipment, meetingspace, etc.,, as 
well as stimulating interest and fitting the new group into the overall programo 
He should have time to participate in many of the group activities getting well ac
quainted.with the group members and helping to keep the leadership and thinking on 
a high enough levelo He should be expected to spend some time locating resources, 
material, reading books and magazines, attending the theater, meeting other people 
engaged in similar work individually .or. at conferences and leaders'. meetings.. He 
should act as the executive arm and. liaison for the Jugen,drat.. .Most, important of' · 
all, he must be ·a person of considerable maturity and genuine spiritual deptho The 
particular circumstances in Germany nearly require that a full_ ti.me youth leader at 
Mittelhof be an amateur for most of the younger professional youth lead.ers obtained 
their training and experience under Nazi leadership .and must have shared the Nazi 
philosophy in order to be .acce-pted in such ·training.. On the other hand, most of the 
older professional youtli. leaders are .too. old; for the young people are interested in 
today's problems and are generally unwilling to be told about the way in which it 
was done in 1930.; · 

******************** 




